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You Can Count 
on Animals to 
Make Yoga Fun!
Hop like a frog, slither like a 

snake, and roar like a lion! Join 

Lyla in a pose-along learning 

adventure at the zoo as her 

animal friends teach you how to 

do yoga. Count the animals with 

Lyla while they give you helpful 

yoga tips. Come along on this 

wild and magical journey.

Ages 4–8

KRISTEN FISCHER is the author of 

numerous books and articles. Zoo Zen is 

her first book for children. She was inspired 

to write the book based on a lullaby she 

made up to rock her niece, Lyla Rhen, to 

sleep. Kristen’s favorite yoga pose is the 

gorilla pose. She lives with her family— 

lots of cats included—at the Jersey Shore.  

For more, visit kristenfischer.com.

SUSI SCHAEFER trained as a 

classical stained glass painter in Austria 

before studying graphic design at UCI in 

Irvine, California. There she fell in love with 

writing and illustrating children’s books. 

Her favorite yoga pose is the dolphin pose, 

since there is no narwhal pose (although 

she thinks there should be). Susi lives  

with her family in Southern California.  

For more, visit susischaefer.com. 

Lyla is ready

to try something new.

Can she learn yoga 

from friends at the zoo?
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Lyla is ready

to try something new.

Can she learn yoga 

from friends at the zoo?



She rolls out her mat, 

puts on yoga pants,

to pose like the creatures 

and mimic each stance.



One balancing bear 

grabs onto his feet.

Lyla grabs also

and lifts from her seat.
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